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Introduction
This guide describes how to add a GTN Token from the Stellar network to your
exchange. First, we walk through adding Steller's native asset, lumens.
Following that, we describe how to add GTN tokens. This example uses
Node.js and the JS Stellar SDK, but it should be easy to adapt to other
languages.
There are many ways to architect an exchange. This guide uses the following
design:
Issuing account: One Stellar account that holds the majority of customer
deposits offline.
Base account: One Stellar account that holds a small amount of customer
deposits online and is used to payout to withdrawal requests.
customerID: Each user has a customerID, used to correlate incoming
deposits with a particular user’s account on the exchange.
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1.1 General description of technology
About Stellar:
The ability to issue assets is a core feature of Stellar. In a few simple operations, you can
create Stellar-network tokens, and this section of the docs will show you how.
1.2 Stellar Node Installation
This section explains the technical and operational aspects of installing, configuring, and
maintaining a Stellar Core node, which is a server that connects to the Stellar
peer-to-peer network to keep a common distributed ledger. You don’t have to run a
node to get started on Stellar, but you will likely want to if you’re in production, need a
high-availability access network, or want to help increase network health and
decentralization.
https://developers.stellar.org/docs/run-core-node/
1.3 Running an api server
Most developers access the network using Horizon, the Stellar API. It takes the
performance-oriented data structures from Stellar Core and converts them into a
friendlier format. If you’re running your own Stellar Core node and using it to submit
transactions or get network data, you will likely also want to run your own Horizon
instance, and this section will show you how. If you’re just looking to use Horizon (vs. setting
up a Horizon server), consult the API Reference.
https://developers.stellar.org/docs/run-api-server/
API Endpoints
https://developers.stellar.org/api/introduction/
Data on the Stellar ledger is organized according to resources. Each resource has several
different endpoints.
Ledgers
Each ledger stores the state of the network at a point in time and contains all the
changes - transactions, operations, effects, etc. - to that state.
Endpoints
GET /ledgers/:ledger_sequence
GET /ledgers/:ledger_sequence/transactions
GET /ledgers/:ledger_sequence/operations
GET /ledgers/:ledger_sequence/payments
GET /ledgers/:ledger_sequence/effects
GET /ledgers
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Transactions
Transactions are commands that modify the ledger state and consist of one or more
operations.
Endpoints
GET /transactions/:transaction_id
GET /transactions/:transaction_id/operations
GET /transactions/:transaction_id/effects
GET /transactions
POST /transactions
Operations
Operations are objects that represent a desired change to the ledger: payments, offers
to exchange currency, changes made to account options, etc. Operations are
submitted to the Stellar network grouped in a Transaction.
Each of Stellar’s operations have a unique operation object
Endpoints
GET /operations/:operation_id
GET /operations/:operation_id/effects
GET /operations
GET /payments
Effects
Effects represent specific changes that occur in the ledger as a result of successful
operations, but are not necessarily directly reflected in the ledger or history, as
transactions and operations are.
Endpoints
GET /effects
Accounts
Users interact with the Stellar network through accounts. Everything else in the
ledger—assets, offers, trustlines, etc.—are owned by accounts, and accounts must
authorize all changes to the ledger through signed transactions.
Endpoints
GET /accounts
GET /accounts/:account_id
GET /accounts/:account_id/transactions
GET /accounts/:account_id/operations
GET /accounts/:account_id/payments
GET /accounts/:account_id/effects
GET /accounts/:account_id/offers
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GET /accounts/:account_id/trades
GET /accounts/:account_id/data
Offers
Offers are statements about how much of an asset an account wants to buy or sell.
Endpoints
GET /offers/:offer_id
GET /offers
Claimable Balances
A Claimable Balance represents the transfer of ownership of some amount of an asset.
Claimable balances provide a mechanism for setting up a payment which can be
claimed in the future. This allows you to make payments to accounts which are currently
not able to accept them.
Endpoints
GET /claimable_balances
GET /claimable_balances/:claimable_balance_id
GET /claimable_balances/:claimable_balance_id/transactions
GET /claimable_balances/:claimable_balance_id/operations
Assets
Assets are representations of value issued on the Stellar network. An asset consists of a
type, code, and issuer.
Endpoints
GET /assets
Create a new address (account);
Accounts are a fundamental building block of Stellar: they hold all your balances, allow
you to send and receive payments, and let you place offers to buy and sell assets. Since
pretty much everything on Stellar is in some way tied to an account, the first thing you
generally need to do when you start developing is create one. This beginner-level tutorial
will show you how to do that.
https://developers.stellar.org/docs/tutorials/create-account/
Steps:
Create a Keypair
https://developers.stellar.org/docs/tutorials/create-account/#create-a-keypair
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Stellar uses public key cryptography to ensure that every transaction is secure: every
Stellar account has a keypair consisting of a public key and a secret key. The public key
is always safe to share — other people need it to identify your account and verify that you
authorized a transaction. It’s like an email address. The secret key, however, is private
information that proves you own — and gives you access to — your account. It’s like a
password, and you should never share it with anyone.
Before creating an account, you need to generate your own keypair:
// create a completely new and unique pair of keys
// see more about KeyPair objects: https://stellar.github.io/js-stellar-sdk/Keypair.html
const pair = StellarSdk.Keypair.random();
pair.secret();
// SAV76USXIJOBMEQXPANUOQM6F5LIOTLPDIDVRJBFFE2MDJXG24TAPUU7
pair.publicKey();
// GCFXHS4GXL6BVUCXBWXGTITROWLVYXQKQLF4YH5O5JT3YZXCYPAFBJZB
Fund Account to Make it Active
https://developers.stellar.org/docs/tutorials/create-account/#create-account
A valid keypair, however, does not make an account: in order to prevent unused
accounts from bloating the ledger, Stellar requires accounts to hold a minumum balance
of 1 XLM before they actually exist. Until it gets a bit of funding, your keypair doesn’t
warrant space on the ledger.
On the public network, where live users make live transactions, your next step would be
to acquire XLM, which you can do by consulting our lumen buying guide. Because this
tutorial runs on the test network, you can get 10,000 test XLM from Friendbot, which is a
friendly account funding tool.
To do that, send Friendbot the public key you created. It’ll create and fund a new
account using that public key as the account ID.
// The SDK does not have tools for creating test accounts, so you'll have to
// make your own HTTP request.
// if you're trying this on Node, install the `node-fetch` library and
// uncomment the next line:
// const fetch = require('node-fetch');
(async function main() { try {const response = await fetch
(`https://friendbot.stellar.org?addr=${encodeURIComponent(pair.publicKey(),)}`,); const
responseJSON = await response.json(); console.log("SUCCESS! You have a new account
:)\n", responseJSON);} catch (e) {console.error("ERROR!", e);}})();
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Check Balance
const server = new StellarSdk.Server("https://horizon-testnet.stellar.org");
// the JS SDK uses promises for most actions, such as retrieving an account const
account = await server.loadAccount(pair.publicKey()); console.log("Balances for
account: " + pair.publicKey()); account.balances.forEach(function (balance)
{console.log("Type:", balance.asset_type, ", Balance:", balance.balance);});
Send and Receive Payments
https://developers.stellar.org/docs/tutorials/send-and-receive-payments/
Send a transaction
https://developers.stellar.org/api/resources/transactions/post/
This endpoint actually submits a transaction to the Stellar network. It only takes a single,
required parameter: the signed transaction. Refer to the Transactions page for details on
how to craft a proper one.
If you submit a transaction that has already been included in a ledger, this endpoint will
return the same response as would’ve been returned for the original transaction
submission. This allows for safe resubmission of transactions in error scenarios, as
highlighted in the
POST /transactions?tx={xdr}
Example Request
curl -X POST -F
'tx=AAAAAgAAAACQcEK2yfQA9CHrX+2UMkRIb/1wzltKqHpbdIcJbp+b/QAAAGQAAiEY
AAAAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgXP3QAAAAAQAAABBUZXN0IFRyYW5zYWN0a
W9uAAAAAQAAAAAAAAABAAAAAJBwQrbJ9AD0Ietf7ZQyREhv/XDOW0qoelt0hwlun5v9
AAAAAAAAAAAF9eEAAAAAAAAAAAFun5v9AAAAQKdJnG8QRiv9xGp1Oq7ACv/xR2Bn
NqjfUHrGNua7m4tWbrun3+GmAj6ca3xz+4ZppWRTbvTUcCxvpbHERZ85QgY='
'https://horizon-testnet.stellar.org/transactions'
Example Response
{
"memo": "298424",
"_links": {
"self": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/132c440e984ab97d895f3477015080aafd6c4375f6
a70a87327f7f95e13c4e31"
},
"account": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/accounts/GCO2IP3MJNUOKS4PUDI4C7LGGMQDJGXG3COYX
07

3WSB4HHNAHKYV5YL3VC"
},
"ledger": {
"href": "https://horizon.stellar.org/ledgers/27956256"
},
"operations": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/132c440e984ab97d895f3477015080aafd6c4375f6
a70a87327f7f95e13c4e31/operations{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"effects": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/132c440e984ab97d895f3477015080aafd6c4375f6
a70a87327f7f95e13c4e31/effects{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"precedes": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=asc\u0026cursor=120071205238677504"
},
"succeeds": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=desc\u0026cursor=120071205238677504"
}
},
"id": "132c440e984ab97d895f3477015080aafd6c4375f6a70a87327f7f95e13c4e31",
"paging_token": "120071205238677504",
"successful": true,
"hash": "132c440e984ab97d895f3477015080aafd6c4375f6a70a87327f7f95e13c4e31",
"ledger": 27956256,
"created_at": "2020-01-27T22:13:17Z",
"source_account":
"GCO2IP3MJNUOKS4PUDI4C7LGGMQDJGXG3COYX3WSB4HHNAHKYV5YL3VC",
"source_account_sequence": "64034663849209932",
"fee_charged": 100,
"max_fee": 100,
"operation_count": 1,
"envelope_xdr":
"AAAAAJ2kP2xLaOVLj6DRwX1mMyA0mubYnYvu0g8OdoDqxXuFAAAAZADjfzAACzBMAA
AAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAF4vYIYAAAABAAAABjI5ODQyNAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAA
BAAAAAKdeYELovtcnTxqPEVsdbxHLMoMRalZsK7lo/+3ARzUZAAAAAAAAAADUFJPYAAAA
AAAAAAHqxXuFAAAAQBpLpQyh+mwDd5nDSxTaAh5wopBBUaSD1eOK9MdiO+4kWKVT
qSr/Ko3kYE/+J42Opsewf81TwINONPbY2CtPggE=",
"result_xdr": "AAAAAAAAAGQAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAA=",
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"result_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAQAAAAIAAAADAaqUIAAAAAAAAAAAnaQ/bEto5UuPoNHBfWYzIDSa5tidi+7SDw
52gOrFe4UAAkRg8uGCXADjfzAACzBLAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAnaQ/bEto5UuPoNHBfWYzI
DSa5tidi+7SDw52gOrFe4UAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAaqUI
AAAAAAAAAAAnaQ/bEto5UuPoNHBfWYzIDSa5tidi+7SDw52gOrFe4UAAkRg8uGCXADjfz
AACzBMAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAnaQ/bEto5UuPoNHBfWYzIDSa5tidi+7SDw52gOrFe4UAA
AAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAABAAAAAMBqoicAAAAAAAA
AACnXmBC6L7XJ08ajxFbHW8RyzKDEWpWbCu5aP/twEc1GQAAAAAAmwWMAaVkEgA
AAC0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEBqpQgA
AAAAAAAAACnXmBC6L7XJ08ajxFbHW8RyzKDEWpWbCu5aP/twEc1GQAAAADUr5lkAaV
kEgAAAC0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMBq
pQgAAAAAAAAAACdpD9sS2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2J2L7tIPDnaA6sV7hQACRGDy4YJcAO
N/MAALMEwAAAAAAAAAAQAAAACdpD9sS2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2J2L7tIPDnaA6sV7hQ
AAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEBqpQgAAAAAAAAAACdpD9sS
2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2J2L7tIPDnaA6sV7hQACRGAezO6EAON/MAALMEwAAAAAAAAAA
QAAAACdpD9sS2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2J2L7tIPDnaA6sV7hQAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA==",
"fee_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAgAAAAMBqpQYAAAAAAAAAACdpD9sS2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2J2L7tIPDnaA6sV
7hQACRGDy4YLAAON/MAALMEsAAAAAAAAAAQAAAACdpD9sS2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2
J2L7tIPDnaA6sV7hQAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEBqpQgAAA
AAAAAAACdpD9sS2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2J2L7tIPDnaA6sV7hQACRGDy4YJcAON/MAAL
MEsAAAAAAAAAAQAAAACdpD9sS2jlS4+g0cF9ZjMgNJrm2J2L7tIPDnaA6sV7hQAAAAAA
AAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA==",
"memo_type": "text",
"signatures": [
"GkulDKH6bAN3mcNLFNoCHnCikEFRpIPV44r0x2I77iRYpVOpKv8qjeRgT/4njY6mx7B/zVPAg
0409tjYK0+CAQ=="
],
"valid_after": "1970-01-01T00:00:00Z",
"valid_before": "2020-01-27T22:13:26Z"
}
Receive transaction by ID
https://developers.stellar.org/api/resources/transactions/single/
GET /transactions/:transaction_hash
Example Response
{
"_links": {
"self": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/5ebd5c0af4385500b53dd63b0ef5f6e8feef1a7e1
09

c86989be3cdcce825f3c0cc"
},
"account": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/accounts/GDI5EK4HNMBHJJQGP3GUXQJIIOHU2CJO3LABPWD
6WYSPJZP5NP67TMNN"
},
"ledger": {
"href": "https://horizon.stellar.org/ledgers/27963785"
},
"operations": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/5ebd5c0af4385500b53dd63b0ef5f6e8feef1a7e1
c86989be3cdcce825f3c0cc/operations{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"effects": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/5ebd5c0af4385500b53dd63b0ef5f6e8feef1a7e1
c86989be3cdcce825f3c0cc/effects{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"precedes": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=asc\u0026cursor=120103542047408128"
},
"succeeds": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=desc\u0026cursor=120103542047408128"
}
},
"id": "5ebd5c0af4385500b53dd63b0ef5f6e8feef1a7e1c86989be3cdcce825f3c0cc",
"paging_token": "120103542047408128",
"successful": true,
"hash": "5ebd5c0af4385500b53dd63b0ef5f6e8feef1a7e1c86989be3cdcce825f3c0cc",
"ledger": 27963785,
"created_at": "2020-01-28T10:03:33Z",
"source_account":
"GDI5EK4HNMBHJJQGP3GUXQJIIOHU2CJO3LABPWD6WYSPJZP5NP67TMNN",
"source_account_sequence": "65046128646685383",
"fee_charged": 100,
"max_fee": 100,
"operation_count": 1,
"envelope_xdr":
"AAAAANHSK4drAnSmBn7NS8EoQ49NCS7awBfYfrYk9OX9a/35AAAAZADnFxwAAALHAAA
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AAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAADR0iuHawJ0pgZ+zUvBKEOPTQku2sAX2H62JPTl/Wv9+
QAAAAEAAAAA+qpaPAsU/CGcSeS4KnvqE9y+Bcjhyr1l6jiwixRsvu8AAAABTkdOVAAAAAA
s4YIuYne69wMuNtfiZ64gb7E3qnTR7A4yD4jZDSS8AQAAAdGpSiAAAAAAAAAAAAH9a/35A
AAAQM5LSBiFRQKtFYRPpNabwVuvIhZSVRDaajf0KzYaqJmgaXAlFaTOYyYc11YuxUM1Fzl1V
T4UEbI22BvO/8HzUgQ=",
"result_xdr": "AAAAAAAAAGQAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAA=",
"result_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAQAAAAIAAAADAaqxiQAAAAAAAAAA0dIrh2sCdKYGfs1LwShDj00JLtrAF9h+tiT05f
1r/fkAAAAAAhWQlADnFxwAAALGAAAAAQAAAAEAAAAAhD8BLsZFQEF33rKS6YopQUT3
b6iLBG4nspe68/DBNBYAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEBqrGJAAAAAAAAAADR0iuHawJ0pgZ+zUvBKEOPTQku2
sAX2H62JPTl/Wv9+QAAAAACFZCUAOcXHAAAAscAAAABAAAAAQAAAACEPwEuxkVAQ
XfespLpiilBRPdvqIsEbieyl7rz8ME0FgAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAQAAAADAan62gAAAAEAAAAA+qp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",
"fee_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAgAAAAMBqfuhAAAAAAAAAADR0iuHawJ0pgZ+zUvBKEOPTQku2sAX2H62JPTl/Wv
9+QAAAAACFZD4AOcXHAAAAsYAAAABAAAAAQAAAACEPwEuxkVAQXfespLpiilBRPdvq
IsEbieyl7rz8ME0FgAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQGqsYkAAAAAAAAAANHSK4drAnSmBn7NS8EoQ49NCS7awBf
YfrYk9OX9a/35AAAAAAIVkJQA5xccAAACxgAAAAEAAAABAAAAAIQ/AS7GRUBBd96yku
mKKUFE92+oiwRuJ7KXuvPwwTQWAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA=",
"memo_type": "none",
"signatures": [
"zktIGIVFAq0VhE+k1pvBW68iFlJVENpqN/QrNhqomaBpcCUVpM5jJhzXVi7FQzUXOXVVPh
QRsjbYG87/wfNSBA=="
]
}
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Find all transactions by parameters - receiver address (account), start and end time of
block, etc.
List All Transactions
This endpoint lists all successful transactions and can be used in streaming mode.
Streaming mode allows you to listen for new transactions as they are added to the
Stellar ledger. If called in streaming mode, Horizon will start at the earliest known
transaction unless a cursor is set, in which case it will start from that cursor. By setting the
cursor value to now, you can stream transactions created since your request time.
https://developers.stellar.org/api/resources/transactions/list/
GET
/transactions?cursor={paging_token}&order={asc,desc}&limit={1-200}&include_failed{tru
e,false}
Example Response
{
"_links": {
"self": {
"href": "https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?cursor=\u0026limit=3\u0026order=asc"
},
"next": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?cursor=33736968114176\u0026limit=3\u0026orde
r=asc"
},
"prev": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?cursor=12884905984\u0026limit=3\u0026order=d
esc"
}
},
"_embedded": {
"records": [
{
"memo": "hello world",
"_links": {
"self": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/3389e9f0f1a65f19736cacf544c2e825313e8447f56
9233bb8db39aa607c8889"
},
"account": {
"href":
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"https://horizon.stellar.org/accounts/GAAZI4TCR3TY5OJHCTJC2A4QSY6CJWJH5IAJTGKIN
2ER7LBNVKOCCWN7"
},
"ledger": {
"href": "https://horizon.stellar.org/ledgers/3"
},
"operations": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/3389e9f0f1a65f19736cacf544c2e825313e8447f56
9233bb8db39aa607c8889/operations{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"effects": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/3389e9f0f1a65f19736cacf544c2e825313e8447f56
9233bb8db39aa607c8889/effects{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"precedes": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=asc\u0026cursor=12884905984"
},
"succeeds": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=desc\u0026cursor=12884905984"
}
},
"id": "3389e9f0f1a65f19736cacf544c2e825313e8447f569233bb8db39aa607c8889",
"paging_token": "12884905984",
"successful": true,
"hash": "3389e9f0f1a65f19736cacf544c2e825313e8447f569233bb8db39aa607c8889",
"ledger": 3,
"created_at": "2015-09-30T17:15:54Z",
"source_account":
"GAAZI4TCR3TY5OJHCTJC2A4QSY6CJWJH5IAJTGKIN2ER7LBNVKOCCWN7",
"source_account_sequence": "1",
"fee_charged": 300,
"max_fee": 300,
"operation_count": 3,
"envelope_xdr":
"AAAAAAGUcmKO5465JxTSLQOQljwk2SfqAJmZSG6JH6wtqpwhAAABLAAAAAAAAAABA
AAAAAAAAAEAAAALaGVsbG8gd29ybGQAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABbxCy3mL
g3hiTqX4VUEEp60pFOrJNxYM1JtxXTwXhY2AAAAAAvrwgAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAW8Qs
t5i4N4Yk6l+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV08F4WNgAAAAAN4Lazj4x61AAAAAAAAAAFAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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AABLaqcIQAAAEBKwqWy3TaOxoGnfm9eUjfTRBvPf34dvDA0Nf+B8z4zBob90UXtuCqmQq
wMCyH+okOI3c05br3khkH0yP4kCwcE",
"result_xdr":
"AAAAAAAAASwAAAAAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAFAAAAAAAAAAA=",
"result_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAAAAAAMAAAACAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAAAAAAABbxCy3mLg3hiTqX4VUEEp60p
FOrJNxYM1JtxXTwXhY2AAAAAAvrwgAAAAADAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAMAAAAAAAAAAAGUcmKO5465JxTSLQ
OQljwk2SfqAJmZSG6JH6wtqpwhDeC2s5t4PNQAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwAAAAEAAAADAAAAAAAAAAABlHJijue
OuScU0i0DkJY8JNkn6gCZmUhuiR+sLaqcIQAAAAAL68IAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAAAADAAAAAAAAAAAW8Q
st5i4N4Yk6l+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV08F4WNgAAAAAL68IAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAADAAAAAAAAAA
AW8Qst5i4N4Yk6l+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV08F4WNg3gtrObeDzUAAAAAwAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAABAAAAAwA
AAAAAAAAAAZRyYo7njrknFNItA5CWPCTZJ+oAmZlIbokfrC2qnCEAAAAAC+vCAAAAAAA
AAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA=",
"fee_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAgAAAAMAAAABAAAAAAAAAAABlHJijueOuScU0i0DkJY8JNkn6gCZmUhuiR+sLaq
cIQ3gtrOnZAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAEAAAADAAAAAAAAAAABlHJijueOuScU0i0DkJY8JNkn6gCZmUhuiR+sLa
qcIQ3gtrOnY/7UAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAA==",
"memo_type": "text",
"signatures": [
"SsKlst02jsaBp35vXlI300Qbz39+HbwwNDX/gfM+MwaG/dFF7bgqpkKsDAsh/qJDiN3NOW69
5IZB9Mj+JAsHBA=="
]
},
{
"memo": "testpool,faucet,sdf",
"_links": {
"self": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/2db4b22ca018119c5027a80578813ffcf582cda4a
a9e31cd92b43cf1bda4fc5a"
},
"account": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/accounts/GALPCCZN4YXA3YMJHKL6CVIECKPLJJCTVMSNYWB
TKJW4K5HQLYLDMZTB"
},
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"ledger": {
"href": "https://horizon.stellar.org/ledgers/7841"
},
"operations": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/2db4b22ca018119c5027a80578813ffcf582cda4a
a9e31cd92b43cf1bda4fc5a/operations{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"effects": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/2db4b22ca018119c5027a80578813ffcf582cda4a
a9e31cd92b43cf1bda4fc5a/effects{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"precedes": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=asc\u0026cursor=33676838572032"
},
"succeeds": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=desc\u0026cursor=33676838572032"
}
},
"id": "2db4b22ca018119c5027a80578813ffcf582cda4aa9e31cd92b43cf1bda4fc5a",
"paging_token": "33676838572032",
"successful": true,
"hash":
"2db4b22ca018119c5027a80578813ffcf582cda4aa9e31cd92b43cf1bda4fc5a",
"ledger": 7841,
"created_at": "2015-10-01T04:15:01Z",
"source_account":
"GALPCCZN4YXA3YMJHKL6CVIECKPLJJCTVMSNYWBTKJW4K5HQLYLDMZTB",
"source_account_sequence": "12884901890",
"fee_charged": 300,
"max_fee": 300,
"operation_count": 3,
"envelope_xdr":
"AAAAABbxCy3mLg3hiTqX4VUEEp60pFOrJNxYM1JtxXTwXhY2AAABLAAAAAMAAAACAA
AAAAAAAAEAAAATdGVzdHBvb2wsZmF1Y2V0LHNkZgAAAAADAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
H6Ue1GOPj6Hb/ROPyIFCJpQPMujihEIvJSfK0UfMDIgAAAAAC+vCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AALMw4P7yJTyqj6ptNh7BPyXEoT+zVwTcU4JVbGyonvgbAAAAAAvrwgAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAABJlwu05Op/5x1uyrweYsyR6pTTos33hRNZe5IF6blnzwAAAAAL68IAAAAAAAAAAAHw
XhY2AAAAQDSBB5eNEKkWIoQbZ1YQabJuE5mW/AKhrHTxw9H3m/sai90YcaZlsAe3ueO9jE
xjSZF289ZcR4vc0wFw1p/WyAc=",
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"result_xdr":
"AAAAAAAAASwAAAAAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA=",
"result_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAAAAAAMAAAACAAAAAAAAHqEAAAAAAAAAAB+lHtRjj4+h2/0Tj8iBQiaUDzLo4o
RCLyUnytFHzAyIAAAAAAvrwgAAAB6hAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAHqEAAAAAAAAAABbxCy3mLg3hiTqX4VUEEp60pFOr
JNxYM1JtxXTwXhY2DeC2s4+MeHwAAAADAAAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAAAAAAAB6hAAAAAAAAAACzMOD+8iU8qo+qbTY
ewT8lxKE/s1cE3FOCVWxsqJ74GwAAAAAL68IAAAAeoQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAB6hAAAAAAAAAAAW8Qst5i4N4Yk6l
+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV08F4WNg3gtrODoLZ8AAAAAwAAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAAAAAAAeoQAAAAAAAAAASZcLt
OTqf+cdbsq8HmLMkeqU06LN94UTWXuSBem5Z88AAAAAC+vCAAAAHqEAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAeoQAAAAAAAAA
AFvELLeYuDeGJOpfhVQQSnrSkU6sk3FgzUm3FdPBeFjYN4Lazd7T0fAAAAAMAAAACAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA=",
"fee_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAgAAAAMAAB55AAAAAAAAAAAW8Qst5i4N4Yk6l+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV08F
4WNg3gtrObeDuoAAAAAwAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAB6hAAAAAAAAAAAW8Qst5i4N4Yk6l+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV
08F4WNg3gtrObeDp8AAAAAwAAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA==",
"memo_type": "text",
"signatures": [
"NIEHl40QqRYihBtnVhBpsm4TmZb8AqGsdPHD0feb+xqL3RhxpmWwB7e5472MTGNJkXbz1l
xHi9zTAXDWn9bIBw=="
]
},
{
"memo": "",
"_links": {
"self": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/3ce2aca2fed36da2faea31352c76c5e412348887
a4c119b1e90de8d1b937396a"
},
"account": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/accounts/GALPCCZN4YXA3YMJHKL6CVIECKPLJJCTVMSNYWB
TKJW4K5HQLYLDMZTB"
},
"ledger": {
"href": "https://horizon.stellar.org/ledgers/7855"
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},
"operations": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/3ce2aca2fed36da2faea31352c76c5e412348887
a4c119b1e90de8d1b937396a/operations{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"effects": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions/3ce2aca2fed36da2faea31352c76c5e412348887
a4c119b1e90de8d1b937396a/effects{?cursor,limit,order}",
"templated": true
},
"precedes": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=asc\u0026cursor=33736968114176"
},
"succeeds": {
"href":
"https://horizon.stellar.org/transactions?order=desc\u0026cursor=33736968114176"
}
},
"id":
"3ce2aca2fed36da2faea31352c76c5e412348887a4c119b1e90de8d1b937396a",
"paging_token": "33736968114176",
"successful": true,
"hash":
"3ce2aca2fed36da2faea31352c76c5e412348887a4c119b1e90de8d1b937396a",
"ledger": 7855,
"created_at": "2015-10-01T04:16:11Z",
"source_account":
"GALPCCZN4YXA3YMJHKL6CVIECKPLJJCTVMSNYWBTKJW4K5HQLYLDMZTB",
"source_account_sequence": "12884901891",
"fee_charged": 100,
"max_fee": 100,
"operation_count": 1,
"envelope_xdr":
"AAAAABbxCy3mLg3hiTqX4VUEEp60pFOrJNxYM1JtxXTwXhY2AAAAZAAAAAMAAAADAA
AAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAFAAAAAQAAAAAfpR7UY4+Podv9E4/IgUIml
A8y6OKEQi8lJ8rRR8wMiAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAHwXhY2AAAAQNbDcWsR3s3z8Qzqatcdc/k2L4LXWJMA6eXac8dbXkAd
c4ppH25isGC5OwvG06Vwvc3Ce3/r2rYcBP3vxhx18A8=",
"result_xdr": "AAAAAAAAAGQAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAFAAAAAAAAAAA=",
"result_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAAAAAAEAAAABAAAAAQAAHq8AAAAAAAAAABbxCy3mLg3hiTqX4VUEEp60pF
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OrJNxYM1JtxXTwXhY2DeC2s3e09BgAAAADAAAAAwAAAAAAAAABAAAAAB+lHtRjj4+h2/
0Tj8iBQiaUDzLo4oRCLyUnytFHzAyIAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA",
"fee_meta_xdr":
"AAAAAgAAAAMAAB6hAAAAAAAAAAAW8Qst5i4N4Yk6l+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV08F
4WNg3gtrN3tPR8AAAAAwAAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAEAAB6vAAAAAAAAAAAW8Qst5i4N4Yk6l+FVBBKetKRTqyTcWDNSbcV08F
4WNg3gtrN3tPQYAAAAAwAAAAMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA==",
"memo_type": "text",
"signatures": [
"1sNxaxHezfPxDOpq1x1z+TYvgtdYkwDp5dpzx1teQB1zimkfbmKwYLk7C8bTpXC9zcJ7f+vat
hwE/e/GHHXwDw=="
]
}
]
}
}

1.4. Integration of GTN with stellar in exchange
Integration of Stellar in Exchange
https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/exchange.html#code
Issuing account
An issuing account is typically used to keep the bulk of customer funds secure. An
issuing account is a Stellar account whose secret keys are not on any device that
touches the Internet. Transactions are manually initiated by a human and signed locally
on the offline machine—a local install of js-stellar-sdk creates a tx_blob containing the
signed transaction. This tx_blob can be transported to a machine connected to the
Internet via offline methods (e.g., USB or by hand). This design makes the issuing
account secret key much harder to compromise.
Base account
A base account contains a more limited amount of funds than an issuing account. A
base account is a Stellar account used on a machine that is connected to the Internet.
It handles the day-to-day sending and receiving of lumens. The limited amount of funds
in a base account restricts loss in the event of a security breach.
Database
Need to create a table for pending withdrawals, StellarTransactions.
Need to create a table to hold the latest cursor position of the deposit stream,
StellarCursor.
Need to add a row to your users table that creates a unique customerID for each user.
Need to populate the customerID row.
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CREATE TABLE StellarTransactions (UserID INT, Destination varchar(56), XLMAmount INT,
state varchar(8));
CREATE TABLE StellarCursor (id INT, cursor varchar(50)); // id - AUTO_INCREMENT field
Possible values for StellarTransactions.state are “pending”, “done”, “error”.
Code
Use this code framework to integrate GTN into your exchange. For this guide, we use
placeholder functions for reading/writing to the exchange database. Each database
library connects differently, so we abstract away those details. The following sections
describe each step:
// Config your server
var config = {};
config.baseAccount = "your base account address";
config.baseAccountSecret = "your base account secret key";
// You can use Stellar.org's instance of Horizon or your own
config.horizon = 'https://horizon-testnet.stellar.org';
// Include the JS Stellar SDK
// It provides a client-side interface to Horizon
var StellarSdk = require('stellar-sdk');
// uncomment for live network:
// StellarSdk.Network.usePublicNetwork();
// Initialize the Stellar SDK with the Horizon instance
// You want to connect to
var server = new StellarSdk.Server(config.horizon);
// Get the latest cursor position
var lastToken = latestFromDB("StellarCursor");
// Listen for payments from where you last stopped
// GET
https://horizon-testnet.stellar.org/accounts/{config.baseAccount}/payments?cursor={las
t_token}
let callBuilder = server.payments().forAccount(config.baseAccount);
// If no cursor has been saved yet, don't add cursor parameter
if (lastToken) {
callBuilder.cursor(lastToken);
}
callBuilder.stream({onmessage: handlePaymentResponse});
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// Load the account sequence number from Horizon and return the account
// GET https://horizon-testnet.stellar.org/accounts/{config.baseAccount}
server.loadAccount(config.baseAccount)
.then(function (account) {
submitPendingTransactions(account); })
Listening for deposit transactions from the Stellar network
https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/exchange.html#listening-for-deposits
When a user wants to deposit lumens in your exchange, instruct them to send GTN to
your base account address with the customerID in the memo field of the transaction.
You must listen for payments to the base account and credit any user that sends GTN
there. Here’s code that listens for these payments:
// Start listening for payments from where you last stopped
var lastToken = latestFromDB("StellarCursor");
// GET
https://horizon-testnet.stellar.org/accounts/{config.baseAccount}/payments?cursor={las
t_token}
let callBuilder = server.payments().forAccount(config.baseAccount);
// If no cursor has been saved yet, don't add cursor parameter
if (lastToken) {
callBuilder.cursor(lastToken);
}
callBuilder.stream({onmessage: handlePaymentResponse});
For every payment received by the base account, you must:
check the memo field to determine which user sent the deposit.
record the cursor in the StellarCursor table so you can resume payment processing
where you left off.
credit the user’s account in the DB with the number of GTN they sent to deposit.
So, you pass this function as the onmessage option when you stream payments:
function handlePaymentResponse(record) {
// GET https://horizon-testnet.stellar.org/transaction/{id of transaction this payment is
part of}
record.transaction()
.then(function(txn) {
var customer = txn.memo;
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}

// If this isn't a payment to the baseAccount, skip
if (record.to != config.baseAccount) {
return;
}
if (record.asset_type != 'native') {
// If you are a XLM exchange and the customer sends
// you a non-native asset, some options for handling it are
// 1. Trade the asset to native and credit that amount
// 2. Send it back to the customer
} else {
// Credit the customer in the memo field
if (checkExists(customer, "ExchangeUsers")) {
// Update in an atomic transaction
db.transaction(function() {
// Store the amount the customer has paid you in your database
store([record.amount, customer], "StellarDeposits");
// Store the cursor in your database
store(record.paging_token, "StellarCursor");
});
} else {
// If customer cannot be found, you can raise an error,
// add them to your customers list and credit them,
// or do anything else appropriate to your needs
console.log(customer);
}
}
})
.catch(function(err) {
// Process error
});

Submitting withdrawal transactions to the Stellar network
https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/exchange.html#submitting-withdrawals
When a user requests a lumen withdrawal from your exchange, you must generate a
Stellar transaction to send them GTN. See building transactions for more information.
The function handleRequestWithdrawal will queue up a transaction in the exchange’s
StellarTransactions table whenever a withdrawal is requested.
function handleRequestWithdrawal(userID,amountLumens,destinationAddress) {
// Update in an atomic transaction
db.transaction(function() {
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// Read the user's balance from the exchange's database
var userBalance = getBalance('userID');
// Check that user has the required lumens
if (amountLumens <= userBalance) {
// Debit the user's internal lumen balance by the amount of lumens they are
withdrawing
store([userID, userBalance - amountLumens], "UserBalances");
// Save the transaction information in the StellarTransactions table
store([userID, destinationAddress, amountLumens, "pending"], "StellarTransactions");
} else {
// If the user doesn't have enough XLM, you can alert them
}
});
}
Then, you should run submitPendingTransactions, which will check StellarTransactions for
pending transactions and submit them.
Accepting GTN
https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/exchange.html#accepting-other-tokens
Follow these instructions.
First, enable GTN trustline with the issuing account – without this you cannot begin to
accept the token.
//issuingKeys.publicKey()=’GARFMAHQM4JDI55SK2FGEPLOZU7BTEODS3Y5QNT3VMQQIU3
WV2HTBA46’
var gtnAsset = new StellarSdk.Asset('GTN', issuingKeys.publicKey());
transaction.addOperation(StellarSdk.Operation.changeTrust({
asset: gtnAsset
}))
Changes to be made to example code above:
In the handlePaymentResponse function, we dealt with the case of incoming
non-lumen assets. Since we are now accepting GTN, you will need to change this
condition; if the user sends us XLM we will either:
Trade lumens for the GTN token
Send the lumens back to the sender
Note: the user cannot send us tokens whose issuing account we have not explicitly
opened a trustline with.
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In the withdraw function, when we add an operation to the transaction, we must
specify the details of the token we are sending. For example:
var gtnAsset = new StellarSdk.Asset('GTN', issuingKeys.publicKey());
transaction.addOperation(StellarSdk.Operation.payment({
destination: receivingKeys.publicKey(),
asset: gtnAsset,
amount: '10'
}))
In the withdraw function your customer must have opened a trustline with the issuing
account of the token they are withdrawing. So you must take the following into
consideration:
- Confirm the user receiving the token has a trustline
- Parse the Horizon error that will occur after sending a token to an account without a
trustline
1.5. Available SDKs
This is where you’ll find all the Stellar SDKs. There are a lot of them, and they’re all pretty
well maintained and documented, so you should be able to build on Stellar in your
language of choice. This section is also home to some tools and reference
implementations created and maintained by the Stellar Development Foundation to
kickstart development.
https://developers.stellar.org/docs/software-and-sdks/
1.6. The Initiator should provide the Exchange with the access to testnet, cranes or other
means of obtaining test coins.
https://laboratory.stellar.org/
Switch to Test Network
1.
Go To Build Transaction
2.
Fill the transaction details
3.
Select Operation Type
4.
Change Asset Code and Asset Issuer to GTN
5.
Build the Transaction
6.
Sign The Transaction
7.
Submit the Transaction
Reference
https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/exchange.html (Will be updated post the
new doc is released)
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